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Tunable Circular Dichroism Based on Graphene-Au
Chiral Metasurface Structure

Gongli Xiao , Sitong Zhou , Hongyan Yang , Bing Wang , and Haiou Li

Abstract—In this study, we present a chiral metasurface struc-
ture based on graphene-Au elliptical hole arrays. Circular dichro-
ism of up to 0.91 is achieved by varying the rotation angle of the el-
liptical hole. Circular dichroism (CD) typically expresses the chiral
response. The structure has excellent absorption of right circularly
polarized light while reflecting left circularly polarized light, and it
is theoretically analyzed using the Jones matrix. By incorporating
graphene between the gold hole array and the dielectric, the CD can
be finely tuned. The CD response decreases from 0.88 to 0.55 when
the Fermi energy level of graphene is changed from 0.3 eV to 1.0 eV,
as indicated by computational studies. In addition, the periodic cell
structure based on this metasurface can realize the digital imaging
function and the dynamic modulation of the imaging state can be
achieved by adjusting the Fermi energy level, which has potential
applications in fields like communication encryption.

Index Terms—Chiral metasurface, circular dichroism,
graphene.

I. INTRODUCTION

CHIRALITY is a structural property of an object that cannot
be overlapped by translation and rotation with its mirror

structure [1], and there are numerous substances in nature with
chirality which respond differently to different circularly po-
larized light, such as DNA, amino acids, glucose, and certain
viral molecules. Circular dichroism (CD) can be used to char-
acterize the strength of the chiral response, which is defined as
the difference in the structure’s absorbance between right-hand
circularly polarized (RCP) and left-hand circularly polarized
(LCP) waves [2], [3], [4], [5]. The CD in chiral molecular
spectrum is commonly used to determine the concentration
of glucose in foods [6], [7], and it is also an important tool
for determining information about the secondary structure of
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proteins and their related properties [8]. However, the CD of
natural chiral molecules is weak, which severely limits their
practical applications in biomolecular detection and electromag-
netic wave polarization modulation. Therefore, artificial chiral
materials have advantages due to more intense CD response, and
with the intensive research on electromagnetic metamaterials,
people have started to utilize chiral metamaterials to improve
the CD response [9], [10], [11].

Recently, many chiral metamaterials and chiral metasurface
structures have been proposed, mostly achieving extremely in-
tense CD response. For example, Jiang et al. used a cascaded
Huygens surface constructed from a double-layer silicon rod
array to achieve both efficient and broadband transmissive CD
and reflective CD, laying the theoretical groundwork for the
design of multifunctional polarization modulation devices [12].
Wu et al. proposed a rectangular array of holes distributed in a
honeycomb arrangement to achieve a stronger CD by varying
the rotation angle of the rectangular holes. They also explored
some laws affecting the strength of the chiral response, thereby
providing us with more novel design ideas for chiral structures
[13]. However, these metamaterials all have the disadvantage of
having a single operating state and non-tunable, so a large num-
ber of tunable metasurfaces have been developed and intensively
investigated, and the tuning methods have been classified as
temperature control [14], [15], electrical control [16], [17], and
light control [18], [19]. Kashif et al. [15] designed an adjustable
resonant structure based on VO2 by utilizing the metal-insulator
phase transition properties of VO2. But the response time of the
temperature-controlled metasurface may be too slow to satisfy
the demand for high-speed micro-nano devices in real-world
applications [20], [21]. Liu et al. elicited a robust CD response by
manipulating the angle of light incidence, and the CD response
of the structure can be modulated, but its modulation degree
could be further improved [19]. Graphene is a two-dimensional
material with dynamic control, and has been applied in the
research of tunable metamaterials for its unique optoelectronic
properties [22], [23], [24]. Based on previous studies, Jiang et
al. incorporated graphene into the design of the metasurface
and discovered that the wavelength of its response could be
altered by tuning graphene. In addition, they also focused on
investigating the tunable asymmetric transmission properties
of the tunable metasurface and its sensing properties, and the
modulation effect is very satisfactory [25]. Therefore, the present
work also employs graphene as an intermediate material to
modulate the chiral response results of the metasurface structure
with the aim of tuning its spectral amplitude.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the elliptical hole array structure. (b) Top
view of one periodic cell. (c) Vertical structural section.

In the present work, we propose a graphene-elliptic hole array
composite structure, which can achieve tuning of the response
strength of asymmetric transport properties by controlling the
Fermi energy level of graphene. The effect of the elliptical rota-
tion angle on the CD of the structure is firstly discussed. Next,
we embed graphene between hole arrays and silica media to
realize dynamic modulation of circular dichroism by tuning the
Fermi energy levels. We also discuss the effect of the incidence
angle of light on the absorption and CD of the structure, which
has a robust absorption capacity for RCP between −14 and 14
degrees of incidence angle. In addition, as the period (T) in the
y-direction of the structure varies, the corresponding response
wavelength varies regularly with T. The array unit composed
of this metasurface structure has some application value for
dynamic image encryption.

II. STRUCTURE AND THEORY

The periodic structure of the elliptical hole array is shown
in Fig. 1(a), which consists of three triangularly distributed
elliptical holes forming a periodic cell. A top view of a periodic
cell is shown in Fig. 1(b), with the length W = 30 μm in the
x-direction and the length in the y-direction which we define as
the periodic variable (T). The size of the short axis of the elliptical
hole is a = 7 μm, the size of the long axis is b = 12 μm, and the
angle of rotation of the elliptical hole counterclockwise is θ. The
vertical section is shown in Fig. 1(c), and the materials of the
structure from top to bottom are Au, SiO2, and Au, respectively,
and the thicknesses are d1 = 12 μm, d2 = 15 μm, the size of
d3 only needs to satisfy the role of the bottom metal reflector.
The permittivity of Au was taken from Olmon et al. [26] and the
refractive index of SiO2 was taken from Popova et al. [27].

Firstly, we have to import the required material data in the
software and then build the structure as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
graphene used here is a single layer graphene with a thickness
of 0.34 nm, and the ambient temperature is 300 K during the
simulation. After that, we add the simulation region, set the
boundary conditions in the x and y directions as aperiodic, the z
direction as PML, and the mesh accuracy as 2. After that, we can
add high precision mesh according to the specific needs of the
simulation. There is no circular polarization source in FDTD, so
we need to set it manually as follows: add two sources at the same
time, first setting the polarization angle and phase of source1 to
0° and 0°. When defining the LCP light, set the polarization
angle and phase of source2 to 90° and 90°; when defining the
RCP light, set the polarization angle and phase of source2 to

90° and −90°, the reader can set a line monitor below the light
source to check the light source. After the structure is all built,
material fitting is performed, and successful fitting is followed
by simulation verification.

Related experimental processes have been reported, we can
manufacture it by the experimental process as follows. Firstly,
we can grow a gold film on the substrate by evaporation method
of vacuum coating [28], and cover the gold film with silicon
dioxide (SiO2) by the sol-gel process [29]. Then, monolayer
graphene is grown on copper foil by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and then transferred to SiO2 by a transfer technique [30].
Next, the ionic gel solution was uniformly spin coated on the
surface of graphene using a spin coater, and a uniform ionic
gel film was formed on the surface of graphene, another strip
electrode was fabricated on the upper surface of the ionic gel
using Ag gel [31]. Finally, we can cover the anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) template on SiO2, and after sputtering, separate
the template to form the top array of gold holes [32].

We assume that the circularly polarized wave (CP) is incident
along the negative direction of the z-axis, the incident field can
be expressed as:

Ei(r, t) =

(
ix
iy

)
� ei(kz−ωt), (1)

where ω denotes the angular frequency of the incident light, k
denotes the wave vector, and ix and iy denote the polarization
state of the incident light. The reflected field of this incident light
after passing through the chiral structure array can be expressed
as:

ER(r, t) =

(
Rx

Ry

)
� ei(kz−ωt), (2)

The relationship between the incident and reflected waves can
be described by the Jones matrix [33], [34], [35]:(

Rx

Ry

)
=

(
Rxx Rxy

Ryx Ryy

)[
ix
iy

]
, (3)

The Jones matrix is expressed asRIN =

(
Rxx Rxy

Ryx Ryy

)
, If the

structure has mirror asymmetry, then Rxy �= Ryx. The transfor-
mation matrix Λ is usually used to transform the Jones matrix in
the linearly polarized basis into the Jones matrix in the circularly
polarized basis, and the transformation equation is as follow
[36], [37]:

Rcircular = Λ−1RlinearΛ, (4)

where Λ = 1√
2

[
1 1
i −i

]
, and the transformed circularly polar-

ized Jones matrix can be expressed as:

Rcir =

[
R++ R+−
R−+ R−−

]
=
1

2

×
(
[Rxx+Ryy+i(Rxy−Ryx)] [Rxx−Ryy−i(Rxy+Ryx)]
[Rxx−Ryy+i(Rxy+Ryx)] [Rxx+Ryy−i(Rxy−Ryx)]

)
,

(5)

The elements of the primary diagonal represent the reflec-
tion coefficients of isotropic circular polarization states (RCP
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incidence - RCP reflection, LCP incidence - LCP reflection);
the elements of the secondary diagonal represent the reflec-
tion coefficients of crossed circular polarization states (LCP
incidence - RCP reflection, RCP incidence - LCP reflection).
Combining the above equations, it can be seen that when the
left circularly polarized wave and the right circularly polarized
wave are simultaneously incidents on the chiral structure of this
design, the structure will have a strong circular dichroism (CD)
because its symmetry is broken, and then the main diagonal
element exists R++ �= R−−.

Graphene is a dynamically tunable two-dimensional material
well in the mid-infrared and terahertz bands, and its conductivity
equation can be expressed by the Kubo formula [38], [39]:

σ(ω) = i
e2Ef

π�2 (ω + i/τ)
− i

e2

4π�2
ln

[
2Ef + � (ω + i/τ)

2Ef − � (ω + i/τ)

]
,

(6)
Where � = h/2π, h denotes the Planck constant, Ef , ω and

τ denote the Fermi energy level, the angular frequency, and the
carrier relaxation time, respectively. τ = μEf/eν

2
f , μ and νf

denote the carrier mobility and Fermi velocity, respectively. The
working electromagnetic wave is in the mid-infrared band, satis-
fying hω ≤ 2Ef , the conductivity of graphene is dominated by
the intraband response, and the interband response is very weak
and can be neglected, then the conductivity can be simplified

as σ(ω) = i
e2Ef

π�2(ω+i/τ) . And the relationship between relative
permittivity and conductivity of graphene can be expressed by
the following equation [22]:

εr = 1 + iσ/ωε0Ngt, (7)

where εr is the relative permittivity, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space, and t is the thickness of the graphene layer. ε = εr · ε0,
where ε is permittivity.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We simulated the structure of the unembedded graphene layer
with FDTD, setting θ = 22° and T = 15 μm, and analyzed the
results. From Fig. 2(a), it can be observed that there is a huge
difference in the absorption of LCP and RCP by the structure,
and the surface electric field responses of LCP and RCP are
completely different, which is probably the reason for the huge
difference in absorption. And the resulting CD can be as high
as 0.91, as shown in the blue line in Fig. 2(a). In addition,
we found that the CD spectrum has an extremely narrow full
width at half maxima (FWHM) of only 17 nm, and this means
the CD spectrum with a high Q-factor, which is valuable in
high-resolution imaging and high-sensitivity chiral sensing. This
may be due to the generation of quadrupole resonance in the
elliptical hole under RCP as shown in the electric field diagram
in Fig. 2(a), and the breakdown of structural symmetry leads
to further excitation of the Fano resonance by the resonant
mode interacting with the RCP light, Fano resonance and the
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of the holes array
result in a reflection spectrum with extremely narrow linewidth
[40].

Fig. 2. (a) Absorption spectra of the structure for LCP and RCP without
embedded graphene layer. (b) Absorption spectra of structures at different Fermi
energy levels for LCP and RCP. (c1), (c4) the electric field responses under LCP
and RCP without embedded graphene layers, respectively, (c2), (c5) the electric
field response at LCP and RCP at Ef = 0.3 eV, respectively, (c3), (c6) the electric
field response at LCP and RCP at Ef = 1.0 eV, respectively.

A graphene layer is sandwiched between the SiO2 and Au lay-
ers. The structure is simulated while maintaining the structural
parameters. As depicted in Fig. 2(b), when the Fermi energy level
is 0.3 eV, the structure still generates a significant difference in
the absorption of LCP and RCP at wavelengths slightly greater
than 15 μm. We tune the Fermi energy level of graphene from
0.3 eV to 1.0 eV, and there is a very large decrease in the
absorption of the structure to RCP, as depicted by the red line in
Fig. 2(b), from 0.93 to 0.62, while the amplitude of absorption
of LCP changed very little. As a result, CD decreases from 0.88
to 0.55, as depicted by the blue line in Fig. 2(b), indicating that
the CD response of the structure can be tuned by altering the
Fermi energy level by adjusting the external bias of graphene.

To further comprehend the physical mechanism of chiral
tuning, the electric field response of LCP and RCP at various
Fermi energy levels is plotted in Fig. 2(c). When the graphene
layer is not embedded, as depicted in Fig. 2(c1), a large electric
field converges at the top of the hole under the LCP wave,
preventing energy from passing through the structure. There is
essentially no interaction between the structure and the LCP
wave, and there is no energy loss, so the structure reflects LCP
waves strongly. And as depicted in Fig. 2(c4), the RCP wave
interacts with the gold surface and generates the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) phenomenon [41], [42], in which the electrons
on the gold surface absorb the energy of the photons. A portion
of the energy can also enter the gold hole and travel downward,
resulting in SPR at the interface between the bottom of the hole
and the dielectric’s surface. This energy depletion significantly
reduces the intensity of the reflected wave, making it highly
absorbent under the RCP.
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Fig. 3. Results of parametric scan of θ from 0∼45°, (a) reflection spectrum of
LCP wave, (b) reflection spectrum of RCP wave, (c) CD spectrum.

Next, we also show the results of the electric field response
after embedding the graphene layer. As shown in (6), the con-
ductivity of graphene increases with the increasing of Ef, and
as shown in (7), the permittivity is directly proportional to
the change of conductivity, when Ef is very low, its dielectric
constant is small and its responsiveness to the electric field is
weak, so the electric field can easily penetrate the graphene.
And as Ef gradually gets higher, its binding force to the electric
field becomes stronger and it is not easy to be penetrated by
the electric field, which is equivalent to a metal reflective layer.
Thus, the Ef change from 0.3 eV to 1.0 eV can be interpreted
as a transition of graphene from dielectric properties to metallic
properties [43]. As shown in Fig. 2(c2) and (c5), graphene is
in a dielectric state at this point and is easily penetrated by
the electric field, hence there is little change compared to the
results without embedded graphene. As shown in Fig. 2(c3) and
(c6), the graphene is metal properties at this point. While the
top of the gold still interacts with the RCP wave to generate
SPR, the energy entering the hole cannot pass through the
graphene layer and is partially reflected back, and the SPR is
no longer generated between the dielectric and the bottom of
the gold, so the absorption of RCP by the structure decreases
more substantially.

We also investigate the effect of the elliptical hole’s rotation
angle (θ) on the structural CD’s strength. The angle is scanned in
1° increments from 0 to 45 degrees, and the results are analyzed.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) illustrate the effect of θ on the structure’s
reflection coefficient under LCP and RCP, respectively. And
it can be seen in Fig. 3(c) that θ is between 11° and 32°, the
structures can all achieve a strong CD above 0.8, and the CD
begins to decrease swiftly above 36°, indicating that angle size
plays a crucial role in the chirality of the structures.

Here, we investigated the effect of the incident angle γ on
the absorption and CD of the structure. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show
the absorption of LCP and RCP waves at incidence angles
from −30° to 30°. The results show that the structure has good
wide-angle absorption for RCP in the incidence range of −14°

Fig. 4. (a) Absorption evolution at LCP, (b) absorption evolution at RCP.
(c) CD spectrum evolution at −30∼30° incidence. (d) Evolution of the CD
spectrum peak at different T.

Fig. 5. (a) Digital imaging unit. (b) The electric field distribution at the Fermi
energy level of 0.3 eV or 1.0 eV, (b1) LCP waves incident, Ef = 0.3 eV. (b2)
RCP waves incident, Ef = 0.3 eV. (b3) LCP waves incident, Ef = 1.0 eV. (b4)
RCP waves incident, Ef = 1.0 eV. (c) Imaging encryption mechanism.

to 14°, but does not have absorption properties for either LCP.
A strong CD of more than 0.7 can be maintained at an incidence
angle of −9° to 9° is as shown in Fig. 4(b). In addition, we also
find that a stronger CD peak is again generated at the points
above −10° and 10° of γ, as shown by the white arrow in
Fig. 4(c), the CD peak is redshifted as γ becomes larger. Perhaps
the change in the angle of incidence breaks the symmetry of
the structure again, leading to a double breakage in structural
symmetry, and resulting in two peaks in the CD spectrum.
Furthermore, we also try to explore how the y-directional period
T of the structure affects the results. Fig. 4(d) shows that different
response wavelengths (λ) correspond to different T, and it can be
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directly observed that the relationship between T and λ roughly
satisfies λ = T/2. Therefore, this result shows that we can tune
the response wavelength of the structure by changing the period
parameter T.

Based on the preceding analysis, we can comprehend the
fundamental mechanism of the chiral metamaterial structure,
which can absorb RCP and reflect LCP and whose CD can
be dynamically adjusted by altering the Fermi energy level
of graphene to a certain degree. Consequently, in Fig. 5(a),
we illustrate a periodic structure with a 3 × 3 arrangement
and demonstrate the application of this chiral metasurface for
near-field imaging encryption by exploiting the unit structure
of its periodic units. Here, we denote the weak field response
of the near-field distribution as “0” and the strong electric field
response as “1”. When Ef = 0.3 eV, we find that the signal
output result is “000” for both LCP and RCP waves, as shown in
Fig. 5(b1) and (b2). WhenEf = 1.0 eV, the digital signals under
the LCP and RCP waves are “010” and “101”, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 5(b3) and (b4). These show that it is possible to
interfere with the clear imaging signal through external dynamic
modulation and thus encrypt them. In Fig. 5(c), the working
mechanism of imaging encryption is visually demonstrated. In
addition, this chiral metasurface are expected to enable tunable
half-wave plates or quarter-wave plates by controlling the direc-
tion of rotation of the elliptical hole.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, based on theoretical analysis of the model, this
study proposes a graphene-Au elliptical holes array metasurface
structure. The CD response is significantly affected by the
rotation angle of elliptical holes and the incidence angle of
light, according to an analysis of the data. Then, we incorpo-
rated graphene layers and demonstrated that the CD response
can be dynamically tailored by altering its Fermi energy level.
Moreover, a correlation between response frequency and period
was discovered. Finally, we arrayed a 3× 3 arrangement of cells
to implement near-field digital imaging, and the results have im-
portant applications in imaging encryption and communication.
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